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animation composer makes it easy to
animate and composite 3d text. it allows you

to create beautiful lines, arrows, and
character rigs and at the same time build 3d

text elements from multiple stills or
sequences. one powerful feature is that it

makes it easy to mask and animate 2d text
in the 3d space. the 3d text elements can be

composited into videos, animations, and
motion graphics and provides a simple way
to create 3d text in simple and easy to use.
the 3d text element is extremely useful for

motion graphics and video, specifically in the
areas of creating characters, logos, contact
sheets, and many other things where you
need to be able to composite 3d objects in
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your project. it can also be used for e-
learning and education videos which require

lots of text and 3d objects. the 3d text
elements are compatible with videos,

animations, and motion graphics projects in
adobe premiere pro, and of course ae. it also
lets you create 3d text elements from shot
sequences using matte or transparency or
graphics elements in multiple formats such
as hd video, 3d video, and frame animation.

the 3d text elements can be dynamically
imported into your project and reused, or
replaced with 3d objects from the library.
element 3d gives you the power to quickly
create 3d objects from any type of source

such as hd video, 3d video, text, frame
animation, and more. it is compatible with

video, animations, and motion graphics
projects in adobe premiere pro, and you can
export all the created 3d objects as a nested
xml node tree and replace or delete all the

objects in one go.
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This package is designed to use with Adobe
After Effects 3.0+ and Premiere Pro CS5+.
The presets are a perfect fit for any text
animation project. All you need to do is

import the presets into your Adobe After
Effects project and then begin playing with
each preset. You can try all the presets to
decide which one fits your needs the best.
Buyers of your projects do not need to buy

anything extra to edit your project. The plug-
in is not required to open and edit the file.

However, we would recommended to get the
plug-in, as it offers many benefits. For

example the duplicating layers which have
presets applied on them is hassle free,

because Animation Composer automatically
fixes linked expressions while the layer is

duplicated (and much more). The Plug-in is
packed with over 1,000 presets which you
can use to make 2D vector texts and logos,
and turn them into beautiful blobs of crazy

bouncing crazy bouncing animations that will
blow your mind. Whether it's products for

print or online, use the plug-in to create and
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customize your text animation. Get your
eyes on. The end result makes you feel like a
professional Animator. Download the plugin

from the following link: Videohive Text
Preset Pack For Animation Composer V2

8949951(With License) Animate Text Preset
Pack For Animation Composer V2

8949951(With License) The plugin is not
required to open and edit the file. However,

we would recommended to get the plugin, as
it offers many benefits. For example the
duplicating layers which have presets

applied on them is hassle free, because
Animation Composer automatically fixes

linked expressions while the layer is
duplicated (and much more). Animation

Composer plugin is free, so you may use it to
your advantage. 5ec8ef588b
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